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Across

1.Use mum for a visit around there (6)

5.Dec or Oct may be around to steam (6)

9.The pea is a big monkey (3)

11.When on tip, one may say it is sort of 
directional (5)

13.On the stove, I see terror (5)

14.Close but no...... smoker (5)

15.Bill's daily offering, sound like his style 
though (4)

16.What time travel is considered to be (3-2)

18.They are all gone to the voices of the air 
(5)

19.We collectively do not like the old guy (5)

21.Doubly masculine and virile (2-3)

22.'E and Clio may get this understood to 
cause sickness (1,4)

25.The artist left 4 down according to the 
news (5)

27.I heard it belongs to me, referring to the 
small crow, (5)

28.Around the snap, in a portrait (5)

29.23 Greeks may make a sound like they 
breath deeply (4)

30.In the queue, it hits these, by the sound of 
it (5)

32.The radio announced that sun rays may 
increase job satisfaction (5)

34.Glued to Crosaire or not getting the answer 
(5)

36.Geldof's not a fan of them in short (3)

37.19 across is at war with these acts of late 
(6)

38.Usually silly in the daily offering but what 
is it (6)

Down

2.Size up with this but the ESP is not 
relevant in a fight (3)

3.Would you like a cuppa? Ok I will poor it 
around for the group before they munch 
on the biscuits (3)

4.The sound of a crazy time here (7)

5.Exsides? (7)

6./, to do with the law but precedes the 
beginning (3)

7.They are blessed at 12 in church (9)

8.The speed of the olden times (3)

10.This fighter cannot aim, for a change (6,3)

12.Bores these (5)

17.Turn afterword here (9)

20.Ligations is the sentencing for the loners 
who commit mixed crimes (9)

23.Loses one's limbs literally for peace (7)

24.Angry away from the sea about us, it's not 
that bad (7)

26.Only cite five if you have to get rid of the 
renters (5)

31.Pi is out of reach for the spiky one above 
(3)

33.About the South it's not odd (3)

34.Ins not outs when you commit adultery, 
and doing that has mixxed ideas (3)

35.She will implement it but in an un-ordered 
way (3)


